SECURITY

CVMaaS
Continuous Vulnerability Management as-a-Service
onShore Security offers vulnerability management and scanning, as a complete, turnkey service, powered by the Tenable
suite of products. Monthly subscription to this managed security service includes all software, deployment, and our expertise
in ongoing operations and reporting. onShore provides continuous vulnerability monitoring, including reports on exposure
and risk, as well as a customer portal for client access to dashboards and data. We enable customers to quickly deploy a
mature vulnerability management program and partner with your IT departments so you can focus on what matters most,
remediation of issues, rather than another tool and process to manage. We enable customers to immediately satisfy #3 of
the top twenty CIS controls by deploying our mature vulnerability management program.
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Eliminate Blind Spots

Provides 32% greater IT asset
coverage than competitors. The
Tenable solution offers the most
comprehensive and accurate
asset tracking and vulnerability
assessment coverage, with more
than 109,000 plugins across
both applications and operating
systems.

onShore scans your entire network and all IPs, including internal, external, on premise, laptops, and even devices in the
cloud, on a continuous basis. We provide an always up-to-date image of your overall security risk and threat intelligence
that allows us to predict exploitable vulnerabilities and focus your team’s remediation and patching efforts on the items most
likely to result in a data breach.
See What Matters

Benefit from clear, actionable
dashboards and helpful insights
to help expedite risk remediation.

Boost Productivity

Accelerates security risk
assessment to quickly identify
vulnerabilities and misconfigurations. Security analysts can run
their initial assessments in less
than 5 minutes.
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Meet & Exceed CIS #3
Continuous Vulnerability Management

CVMaaS Process

Our service instantly and efficiently raises the operational maturity of our clients’ vulnerability management
programs. In addition to traditional vulnerability scans, we perform credentialed scans to detect configuration
problems that may also cause security vulnerabilities, and allows for deeper, more accurate scanning results
overall and wider scan coverage.

24/7 Management
•• Provide system maintenance
upgrades, patches
•• Moves, adds, changes to
configuration, repository,
scanning agents, and roles/
privileges

24/7 Monitoring
•• Missing patches
•• New assets on your network
•• Configuration mistakes
•• Appliances, agents, compliance
dashboards, and scheduled
tasks

onBoarding
We handle all initial configuration and deployment of the next generation Tenable.io® solution. We then
provide expert level security guidance and strategic advice, including reports, dashboards, and access to
expert level security analysts, so you can make sense of all of this information, and prioritize your efforts.
onShore Security’s VMAAS is powered by Tenable.io® vulnerability management products, including scanning
appliances, scanning agents, and secure client console access.
onShore Security’s CVMaaS is fully inclusive of software, licensing for Tenable.io®. Prices are a flat, monthly
fee with a small onBoarding fee.

Service and licensing is bundled into one flat monthly fee as low as

•• Optional - Application coding
errors (applications/web
application scanning)
•• Optional - Docker container
scanning

Ongoing Analysis
•• Monthly report and review
•• Quarterly strategic meeting

$2.99/mo/asset in volume
1000 assets are priced at $4999/mo
Contact us for customized pricing.

onShore Security Services

Panoptic Cyberdefense SM is a SOC professional service, available at three levels of protection: Security Management and Reporting (SIEMaaS),
Managed Detection and Response, and Security Orchestration.
Cybersecurity Leadership is a professional service, custom-tailored to the needs and goals of your organization, designed to augment the
leadership necessary to build a mature cybersecurity operation, from the ground up. The service assists your organization with Assessment,
Governance and Compliance, Security Readiness, and CISO Services.
Managed Security Solutions - onShore Security manages many security systems for the enterprise, including our own proprietary Panoptic SIEM
and Panoptic Sensor.
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